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Lesson Question Phenomena or Design Problem What we do and figure out How we represent it

LESSON 1
3 days

Where does this stuff come
from?
Anchoring Phenomenon

 

Students taste maple syrup, which comes
from plants and contains food molecules.
Nutrition labels show that all foods that come
from plants contain food molecules.

We brainstorm food we ate that we think come from
plants, animals, or other sources. We taste maple
syrup and maple sap - foods that we are surprised
comes from plants and watch a video of sap being
extracted from a tree. We review nutrition labels for
the plant foods we ate. All the plants have some food
molecules. We know we get our food from eating, but
how do plants get their food? Where is the food in
plants coming from? We develop a model to try to
explain this and develop a Driving Question Board to
guide future investigations. We figure out:

All plant foods we looked up nutrition
information for have food molecules in
them. Not all of the plants have the same
food molecules (carbohydrates, fats,
proteins), but all of them have some sugar.
There are different places that plants might
get their food molecules from (i.e., water,
sunlight, soil).
We have lots of questions about where the
food in plants comes from and have ideas
for future investigations to pursue that
could help answer these questions.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: In this lesson, we figured out that plants have food molecules in them. This made us wonder “How do plants get their food molecules? Where are they coming from?”



Lesson Question Phenomena or Design Problem What we do and figure out How we represent it

LESSON 2
2 days

Do plants get their food
molecules by taking them in?
Investigation

  
Radishes can be grown in a hydroponic
system.

We use a hydroponic plant system and indicators of
food molecules to investigate whether soil, plant
food, water, or air could be potential sources of food
molecules in plants. We develop a list of candidates
coming into contact with the hydroponic plants both
below and above the surface that light is shining on.
We figure out:

Plants can grow without soil.
Water and hydroponic plant food do not
have food molecules inside them according
to food labels and food indicator
experimental results.
Parts of food molecules might be found in
water and hydroponic plant food.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out that inputs of the hydroponic plant system below the surface do not contain whole food molecules and can’t be sources of food molecules. We wonder what inputs
above the surface of the plant system could be sources of food molecules. We want to look more closely at the atoms and compare what food molecules and inputs to the plant system are made up of.

LESSON 3
1 day

What other inputs could be
sources of food molecules for
the plant?
Problematizing

Air, light, water, and hydroponic plant food do
not contain whole food molecules but we
notice that there are similarities in the parts of
these candidates and the parts of food
molecules.

We revisit the composition of air and light to look for
possible sources of food molecules. After looking at
air and light (in addition to water and hydroponic
plant food) we figure out none of our initial
candidates contain whole food molecules. We realize
that we might have to adjust our question and look to
find whether plants could be putting together parts
of food molecules, instead of directly taking in whole
food molecules.
We figure out:

Air and light do not contain whole food
molecules (carbohydrates, protein, or fats)
that can be taken in by plants.
Air, hydroponic plant food, and water
contain the same atoms that food
molecules contain. These are parts of food
molecules that could be taken in by plants.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out that no whole food molecules are going into the plant. This made us wonder if parts of food molecules could be coming into the plant above the surface.



Lesson Question Phenomena or Design Problem What we do and figure out How we represent it

LESSON 4
2 days

Are any parts that make up
food molecules coming into
the plant from above the
surface?
Investigation

 

When spinach leaves are exposed to light, the
level of carbon dioxide decreases and the
level of water increases. When dandelion
leaves are under constant light levels, the level
of carbon dioxide decreases while water and
oxygen levels increase.

We conduct an investigation and produce data
showing carbon dioxide decreasing and water
increasing in the air surrounding plant leaves exposed
to light. We analyze and interpret secondhand data,
confirm carbon dioxide and water patterns, and
discover that oxygen levels are increasing around the
plant. This sparks questions about how these gases
are getting into and out of the leaves.
We figure out:

Carbon dioxide enters plants through the
leaves.
Since carbon dioxide is the only input
containing carbon, it is the source of carbon
in food molecules.
Plants also release water and oxygen from
their leaves.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: In this lesson, we figured out that plants leaves take in carbon dioxide and give off water and oxygen. This made us wonder, “How do these gases get in and out of plant leaves?”

LESSON 5
1 day

How are these gases getting
into and out of leaves?
Investigation

  

Microscopic images and a video of plant cells
show openings on the outside of a leaf and
later structures inside a leaf.

We observe the surface of real leaves along with
microscopic leaf images and a video. We see small
openings on the leaf surface and discuss how these
could allow plants to “breathe,” by letting gases in and
out. Inside the leaves, we see moving green circles
inside repeating structures. We gather information
from a reading that the repeating structures are plant
cells, and the green circles, or chloroplasts, are
moving in response to light. We discuss how light and
chloroplasts fit in our plant model and review the
other inputs and outputs. We discuss how a
simulation could help us figure out what exactly is
happening inside plant leaves.
We figure out:

Leaves have small openings on the leaf
surface that allow gases like carbon dioxide,
oxygen, and water to enter and exit the leaf.
Leaves are made of cells.
Plant cells have chloroplasts in them that
move in response to light.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out that plants have microscopic structures that allow gases to enter and exit the leaf. We also figured out that plant cells have chloroplasts that respond to light, but
we’re not sure why. This is difficult to visualize, which makes us want to use a simulation and try different inputs and outputs to understand what exactly is happening inside leaves.



Lesson Question Phenomena or Design Problem What we do and figure out How we represent it

LESSON 6
2 days

How are all these things
interacting together in this
part of the plant?
Investigation

Results from NetLogo Computer Simulation of
Photosynthesis

We use a computer simulation to explore how water,
carbon dioxide, light, and chloroplasts interact in a
plant cell. We use the simulation to carry out an
investigation into how changing the amount of one of
these inputs affects the outputs of the plant cell. We
use the evidence we collect to argue that decreasing
the amount of water, carbon dioxide, light, and
chloroplasts decreases the amount of oxygen and
sugar produced by the plant cell. We also argue that
removing any one of these inputs prevents the plant
from producing oxygen or sugar. We figure out:

Water and carbon dioxide molecules, along
with light, interact in chloroplasts in plant
cells, where they are used to make oxygen
and sugar molecules. Each of these inputs is
needed to produce these outputs.
In this process, molecules of water and
carbon dioxide are broken apart and the
atoms that make them up (carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen) are rearranged to
form new substances.
As plants get more inputs, more oxygen
and sugar are produced.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We know that the matter from the inputs in plants interact in the chloroplasts where they are used to make oxygen and sugar molecules. We wonder about the role of light. We
know it is needed for this chemical reaction to occur, but it doesn’t contain matter, so what is it really doing?

LESSON 7
1 day

Why do plants need light?
Investigation, Problematizing

  

Food labels show how much energy can be
provided for humans. Sparkling water and
water food labels do not contain calories and
thus no energy can be used for most living
things.

We know sunlight is needed for plants to make food,
but we aren't sure what it’s doing. We think sunlight
gives plants energy, but so far our models only
account for matter. We investigate the role of sunlight
by examining food labels to figure out how much
energy water, carbon dioxide, and glucose can
provide for the body. We argue from evidence that
since glucose (an output of plants) provides energy
for our bodies in the form of calories, but inputs of
plants, water and carbon dioxide, do not have energy
in the form of calories, the energy must be coming
from some other input. The sunlight must be the
source of the energy for plants to rearrange the Cs,
Hs, and Os through chemical reactions. We figure out:

Water and carbon dioxide don’t provide
energy from food (measured in calories) for
the body, but glucose does.
Plants must use sunlight as an input for
energy so they can do the chemical
reactions to make glucose.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out glucose provides bodies energy but carbon dioxide, water, and oxygen don’t. We wonder if our models can explain where plants get energy to make food molecules.



Lesson Question Phenomena or Design Problem What we do and figure out How we represent it

LESSON 8
2 days

Where are plants getting food
from?
Putting Pieces Together

 

A lettuce plant has food molecules that we
can eat to provide us with matter and energy.
A scientist can survive inside a sealed
container with just plants.

This lesson marks the end of the first lesson set. We
develop a Gotta-Have-It Checklist to highlight the
key ideas that we figured out in Lessons 1–7. On day
2, students take an individual assessment, applying
what we have learned to explain new phenomena.
We revise our consensus model by drawing and
explaining what we figured out in Lessons 1–7 to
explain how plants get food molecules. Our models
include key inputs and outputs and differentiate
between matter and energy. We figure out:

Plants use energy from the sun to make
sugars (food) from carbon dioxide and
water. Plants release oxygen as an
additional output in this process. This
process is called photosynthesis.
During the process of photosynthesis,
energy is transferred from the sunlight to
the plant.
All plants make their own food molecules
through the process of photosynthesis.
Photosynthesis occurs in the chloroplasts of
plant cells.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We put the pieces together to explain that plants do chemical reactions using the inputs of carbon dioxide, water, and light to make glucose and oxygen. This made us wonder if this
is what is happening when the maple tree makes sap and how plants that don’t have all their inputs could survive.

LESSON 9
1 day

Where do the food molecules
in the maple tree come from?
Problematizing

Maple trees during sugaring season without
leaves

We apply our models to try to explain how maple
trees can produce sap in the winter, but our models
predict that plants only make food molecules when
leaves are present and sugar comes out of maple
trees when leaves aren’t there. We realize that our
models can’t yet explain how food molecules can be
found in plants when all the inputs or structures
needed are gone. We develop initial explanations for
how food molecules can be found in plants when
leaves aren’t present. Then we add new questions to
our Driving Question Board (DQB).

Maple trees are tapped in early spring
before there are any leaves.
Maple trees have sap, or food, even in the
winter when there aren’t leaves on the tree.
People have been tapping trees for sap for a
long time.
Besides maple trees, there are other trees
that sap can be collected from and made
into syrup.

Chiot's Run. CCBY 2.0. Some rights reserved.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figure out that maple trees have food (sap) in them even when there are no leaves on the tree. This makes us wonder whether trees can make food when they don’t have leaves
and if they do have leaves can they make food in the dark?



Lesson Question Phenomena or Design Problem What we do and figure out How we represent it

LESSON 10
2 days

Why don’t plants die at night?
Investigation

 

When spinach leaves are in the dark, carbon
dioxide and water levels increase. When
dandelion leaves are in the dark, the level of
oxygen decreases while water and carbon
dioxide increase.

We use our model to predict when plants don’t make
food molecules and wonder why plants don’t die at
night. We conduct an investigation and produce data
showing that plants release carbon dioxide and water
when in the dark. We analyze and interpret second
hand data and discover that plants take in oxygen in
the dark. We argue that photosynthesis doesn’t
happen in the dark, but now we are curious about
what is happening. We wonder, are plants breathing
like us? We compare our findings to humans and
theorize that maybe plants burn stored food through
cellular respiration when they can’t make food
molecules through photosynthesis. We figure out:

In the dark, plants do not do
photosynthesis.
Instead, they do some kind of chemical
reaction that takes in oxygen and releases
carbon dioxide and water (cellular
respiration).

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out that in the dark plant leaves take in oxygen and release carbon dioxide and water. This made us wonder if plants burn stored food through cellular respiration when
they cannot do photosynthesis.

LESSON 11
3 days

Why don’t plants die when
they can’t make food?
Investigation

  

While bean seeds are sprouting, they use
energy from stored food molecules and
release carbon dioxide before they have green
leaves that can do photosynthesis.

We plan and carry out an investigation to see
whether plants without leaves are doing cellular
respiration. We use the results to argue from
evidence that the food plants make is able to provide
them energy (just as in humans). We read about
where this happens in plant and animal cells and
what plants do with extra food they produce from
photosynthesis. We use the ideas from this and the
evidence we collected to construct an explanation of
what is happening to a maple tree in a time-lapse
video filmed over five years. We figure out:

Plants do cellular respiration. This is how
their cells (and our cells) get energy to
survive and grow.
If plants make sugar (through
photosynthesis) faster than their cells use it
for energy (through cellular respiration),
they store up that extra food by converting
it to starches (or fats). These can be used
later for fuel or building blocks.
Plants use their stored food as building
blocks by reassembling the atoms in that
food to make new substances.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out that the maple tree is not producing syrup for us to eat for breakfast, but is producing it so it can use it as an input for cellular respiration so it can have energy and
matter to live and grow. Now we want to revisit our breakfast food poster and see if we can explain where our breakfast foods come from.
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LESSON 12
3 days

Where does the rest of our
food come from?
Investigation

 

When sap is heated it turns into syrup. Food is
harvested from plants or animals. Some of it
we eat relatively intact, while the rest is
changed in some manner before we eat it (e.g.
ground, boiled, mixed with other substances).

We obtain information from ingredients lists for
common processed foods and argue that they are
made of matter from plants and/or animals. We
obtain information from nutrition facts and data
about animal diets and argue that animals have food
molecules in them that come from eating plants or
other animals that once ate plants. We argue that
processed foods are made of matter from plants
and/or animals.
We figure out:

Everything we eat contains matter that
came from either plants or animals.
Some foods we eat have been processed
either physically or chemically, but we can
still trace them back to originally coming
from plants.
Most animals, including humans, eat plants,
other animals that once ate plants, or both.
Most animals, including humans, use the
food molecules they eat to build up larger
molecules for growth, to get energy by
burning glucose through cellular respiration,
or to store for later use.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We can now trace where all our food comes from back to plants. But, we don’t use all parts of all the plants, so we wonder what happens to the parts of the plants that we don’t use
or eat.

LESSON 13
2 days

What happens to food that
doesn’t get eaten?
Investigation

  
Dead plants and animals decrease in size in a
system with decomposers. Decomposers live
in systems all over the world.

In this lesson, we watch videos of decomposers that
recycle matter and energy from dead plants and
animals. We examine data (for changing inputs and
outputs of the system) from bread mold (a
decomposer) in the light and dark. We read about
decomposers in systems around the world and revise
our model to include decomposers as a living part of
the system.
We figure out:

Many decomposers take in oxygen and
food molecules and give off carbon dioxide
and water.
Decomposers recycle dead plant and
animal matter and energy back into the
system.
Decomposers use matter for food that
humans (and many animals) cannot use for
energy and matter.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: In this lesson, we figure out that decomposers recycle dead plant and animal matter back into the system. This makes us wonder if we can apply what we figured out to other
systems with decomposers in our community.
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LESSON 14
2 days

Where does food come from
and where does it go next?
Putting Pieces Together

 

A single piece of matter (an atom) can be
traced as it moves from one component to
another in a system.

We share photographs and pictures of decomposers
we have seen in our own lives. We revise our
consensus model to include arrows representing the
continuous cycling of matter and energy. We create a
Gotta-Have-It Checklist from our final revised
consensus model using what we figured out from
each investigation.
We figure out:

The outputs of living things become the
inputs of other living things and part of the
nonliving components of the system.
Systems consist of living (producers,
consumers, and decomposers) and non-
living (air and water) components where
atoms are continuously recycled between
these components.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: In this lesson we figured out how atoms are cycled through different levels of a system. We’ve figured out so much! Now we are ready to revisit our DQB to show what we have
learned by answering many of our questions.

LESSON 15
2 days

Where does food come from,
and where does it go next?
Putting Pieces Together

 

A whale dies at the surface of the ocean. Over
time its remains fall to the seafloor and
become a feast for a myriad of living things,
including worms that can burrow into bones
and obtain food.

We revisit the DQB and discuss all of our questions
that we have now answered. Then we demonstrate
our understanding by individually taking an
assessment. Finally, we reflect on our experiences in
the unit.

LESSONS  1-15
29 days total


